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APPENDIX III

READINGS IN CONTEMPORARY SOCIOLOGICAL PRACTICE

The "practical sociology" of the early 1900s is now referred to as "sociological practice." Reading lists are provided here in the two basic areas of sociological practice—clinical sociology (analysis and intervention) and applied sociology (research).

CLINICAL SOCIOLOGY

Selected Publications

Bruhn, John and Howard Rebach, eds.

Clark, Elizabeth

Clark, Elizabeth and Jan Fritz

Clark, Elizabeth, Jan Fritz and Pat Rieker, eds.

Clark, Elizabeth, G. Zambelli, A. De Jong and K. Marsé

Cohen, Harry

Cuthbertson, Beverley Ann

Fritz, Jan
1990c Notes from the history of American sociology: Frank Blackmar's last years at the University of Kansas. *Mid-American Review of Sociology* 14, no. 1 (Winter).

Fritz, Jan and Elizabeth Clark, eds.


Glassner, Barry and Jonathan Freedman

Gurdin, J. Barry

Iutcovich, Joyce Miller and Mark Iutcovich

Kallen, David, ed.

Kapusinski, Anthony with Tery Sutterlin, Katie Lou Hobbins, Ronald Wright and Robert Bendiksen

Kennedy, Daniel B.

Lee, Alfred McClung

Maida, Peter

Sevigny, Robert

Straus, Roger


Straus, Roger, ed.


van de Vall, Mark
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APPLIED SOCIOLOGY

Selected Publications

Boros, Alex

Clark, Elizabeth and Jan Fritz

Coenen-Huther, Jacques

Dunn, William N. and Burkart Holzner


Freeman, Howard and Peter Rossi

Freeman, Howard E., Russell R. Dynes, Peter H. Rossi and William Foote Whyte, eds.

Fritz, Jan and Elizabeth Clark, eds.

Gans, Herbert J.

Howery, Carla, ed.

Johnson, Doyle Paul, William R. Brown, Jerald Hage, Thomas A. Lyson, Dennis K. Orthner, Steven K. Paulson, Gregory D. Squires and Ronald C. Wimberley


Koppel, Bruce

Lazarsfeld, Paul F., and Jeffrey G. Reitz with Ann K. Pasanella

Murphy, John and Karen Callaghan
Olsen, Marvin E.  

Olsen, Marvin E. and Michael Micklin, eds.  

Petrus, Eugene F. and Raymond J. Adamek  

Rossi, Peter H.  


Rothman, Jack  


Seem, John  

*Sociological Practice*  

Spiegel, Barbara L.  

The Practicing Sociologist.  
The quarterly newsletter of the Sociological Practice Association.

Wallace, Richard Cheever  

Waters, William F.  

Zaslavskaya, Tat’yana  